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Thank you for OZ-20
Dear colleagues and dear ALL,
OZ-20 was held successfully last March, photo-gallery is available on the OZ-website and download-LINK to the
proceedings will be sent to each attendee within the next few days. Since meanwhile global Corona-reaction is
determining the daily routine, this extraordinary circular shall also inform all those, who could not make it particularly on
short notice, that despite all the cancellations around us, everything was fine.
For a few selected photos and all further info/report upon OZ-20 meeting, pls. scroll down to the end of this circular.

Welcome to OZ-21
Dear participants of OZ-events, dear colleagues and dear ALL,
this is OZ-21, the 12th German-International Symposium on Nanostructures.

The call for papers & posters, for exhibitors and attendees is now open !
Please refer to the OZ-website, send your abstract and register online for attending and/or exhibiting still at virtually zero cost.
Not only in order to support and take part in ongoing life, we have decided to organize OZ-21 next spring in Taizhou/China. We
do understand, that all kind of plans appear kind of uncertain in these heavy days, but if not us, then who should go ahead !
OZ-21 will be held from Feb. 28 through March 2, 2021 in Taizhou/China in the
Taizhou International Convention and Exhibition Center

台州国际会展中心

No. 901, Tengda Road, Luqiao District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province
浙江省台州市路桥区腾达路901号
OZ-21 hotel is next door.
Post-conference on Wednesday, March 3, will be an excursion, visit and get-together with the nearby Taizhou University. The ultimate
visit at HFI is not fixed yet, might happen during the two session days Monday/Tuesday or during one of the possibly2 post-conference
days. OZ-21 will not expand beyond Thursday, March 4.
So far and on short notice, we have kindly received confirmations from Hendrik Lötter und David Fraboulet, who were announced
already during last meeting for OZ-22/Germany to switch back on timeline to OZ-21 and see us in China. Hendrik Lötter, the former
Director E-Mobility, ZF Friedrichshafen AG meanwhile changed to HL-Group keeping activity and interest, thus the topic will remain:
(OZ-21:

ceremonial lecture & address)

after OZ-20 report
Of course we had offered health-precautions, such as mask and temp.-bodyscan, which at that time in fact was not really popular. The
event itself, despite the adverse circumstances, was held, has been excellent and almost without losses with respect to program and
content. Onsite, some poster contributions and 9 of the always 25 oral presentations were missing, where 3 of those (SPS Group,
Lamborghini, TDC) were held via Skype. For the other 6, this could simply not be coordinated due to schedule and time change (China,
Russia, USA). Addresses from Japan and Saudi Arabia also reached us online via mobile connection. Still the session day schedules
were full, since we used the time for speakers and presentations interaction.
Of course, or better to say not surprisingly, the attendance in numbers was pretty much reduced if not to say damaged by the regulative
circumstances due to pandemia-thread. After an early “group cancellation” from China (CNNC), we expected 150 attendees until Thursday
upfront the meeting. Then within three days the world seemed to change and finally we were 64 attendees over both session days. Onsite
represented nations cut from 20 to 10.
While the cultural program was cancelled, the already legendary homemade cakes made by Hilda Heinz always for the second session
day, were not. On the contrary, due to the baking-relevant minimum reaction time, there was virtually a whole torte for everyone. And we
enjoyed it !
Finally, the Olpe Cityhall as the new venue turned out to be an excellent choice. Thank you very much to Major Peter Weber for
suggesting. Also it has been possible, and here another great thanks to all participants, to properly launch the cooperation with the
Foundation for Children & Future, which from now on is a constant part of OZ-exhibition, addressing responsibility of science and
technology towards mankind and all creation. The core of all are our all children.

Thank You very much and SEE YOU very soon in Germany.
Please refer to the OZ-website, and register online for attending and/or exhibiting still at virtually zero cost.
Monte Cassim, Sebastian Diaz, Henning Zoz, Jai Sung Lee, Hans Fecht & Yuko Akabane

Visit us !
For detailed information about location, venue, accommodation, general schedule, registration, proper abstract submission, manuscripts & posters,
exhibition, conference guide advertisement, social/cultural program, travel, history review and downloads, please refer to the website.
More information please find here OZ-website or call us at +49-2762-97560 and refer to OZ-20

If you don’t want to receive further information about OZ-20, please click here.

